Blue Link provides the following advanced medical and pharmaceutical features.
Feature
FDA/DSCSA Compliance

DEA and State License
Expiry Management

Description
-

Sophisticated product tracking and management functionality to help
meet industry standards/regulations

-

Identifies within the system type of license, state, license number, expiry
date, and allowable drug schedule for each customer ship-to address
Allows user to generate reports with information on licenses that are
approaching expiry
Interfaced with Online Order Portal 1 (if acquired)
Storage of digital copies of Customer and Vendor licenses

-

Controlled Drug
Scheduling

-

-

NDC # Identification of
Product

-

Transaction History
Management

-

Short Dated Drugs
Management

Controlled Substance
Ordering System (CSOS)

Reporting

Classification capabilities enables users to restrict the type of controlled
“scheduled” drugs a customer can purchase
Limit capabilities enable users to restrict the quantities of controlled
drugs a customer can purchase and alerts users when customers exceed
their quantity limits at the order level
Drug Family scheduling features enable users to restrict the total quantity
of a “Family” of controlled drugs a customer can purchase per order or
monthly
Ratio management on sales orders of controlled vs. non-controlled drug
sales by Customer
Association of NDC#, Family, Brand, Strength, Dosage, Drug Classification,
Customer Limits and Ratio of each product
Printing of product specific information on various documentation
including printed labels and “Transaction Information”
Transaction history (product/lot tracing information) of a specific drug’s
route
Automatic tracking information stored to one level back and one level
forward
Ability to enter complete transaction tracking for each product/lot back
to the Manufacturer
Transaction Reporting (T3)

-

Short Dated Drugs functionality enables users to identify when a product
should become “Short Dated” and associate a specific price to that
product/lot

-

Allows trading partners in the supply chain to place orders online for
Schedule II (C2) controlled substances
CSOS is built into Blue Link’s B2B Online Order Portal
Certified by the DEA

-

Automatic printing and emailing of Transaction Reporting (T3)
Customer License Expiry Report

-

Automatically generate ARCOS reports
Lot Expiry Report2 and Lot Recall Report2

**Notes:
1
2

If Online Order Portal is acquired, Pharmaceutical Distributor Component restrictions are enforced
Lot Tracking component must be present for Pharmaceutical Distributor Component to work

